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SHIMMERCORNS SPARKLE MAKEOVER  
Add a shimmerific touch to playtime with the Sparkle Makeover Shimmercorns. 
These do-it-yourself unicorns offer a unique way of play and allows children to 
express their creative side by personalizing their Shimmercorn! Each unicorn 
comes with wings, stencils, markers, and a brush. Children will love using the 
stencils and markers to decorate the wings and allowing their imagination to 
shine though by uniquely changing their Shimmercorn’s look! Complete the 
ultimate Shimmercorn makeover by using the star brush to comb and style the 
unicorn’s flowing hair.  Each Sparkle Makeover Shimmercorn stands between 
7.5 to 8.5 inches tall and feature long vibrantly colored manes and tails with 
beautiful glittering accents.  Bring a bit of shimmer home and collect both 
Sparkle Makeover Shimmercorns including Fern and Galaxie (each sold 
separately). Set includes: one Shimmercorn, one wing stencil, two pairs of wings 
to decorate, three markers, and one brush. Ages 3+, SRP $12.99; Available fall 
2021 at Walmart and Amazon 
 
 
SHIMMERCORNS LIGHT UP COLOR PARTY 
Add a shimmerific touch to playtime with the Light Up Color Party Shimmercorn. This do-it-yourself 
unicorn offers a unique way of play and allows children to express their creative side by personalizing 
their Shimmercorn! Use the adorable horn stampers and glow-in-the-dark stickers to decorate their 
Shimmercorns wings, then, press the horn for an amazing light show! Press 
once for color party mode, twice for twinkle mode, and a third time for fade out mode.  Children will 
love expressing their own personal style and watching their unicorn light up while their creativity 
shines through! The Light Up Color Party Shimmercorn stands 9 inches tall and features a long 
vibrantly colored mane and tail with beautiful glittering accents. It even comes with a star brush 
children can use to comb and style their Shimmercorns flowing hair. A magical gift for any little unicorn 
lover! Set includes: one light up Shimmercorn, three stampers, one sticker sheet, one horn cover 
accessory, and one brush.  Ages 3+, SRP $17.99; Available fall 2021 at Walmart and Amazon 
 
 
SHIMMERCORNS MINI SPARKLE SHIMMERS  
Add a shimmerific touch to playtime with the Mini Sparke Shimmercorns. The Mini Sparkle 
Shimmercorns come packaged inside a mystery blind bag and feature long vibrantly colored manes and 
tails with glittering accents and beautiful removable wings. Children will love collecting all the 
Shimmercorns and mixing and matching their wings to create new colorful combinations.  Standing 2.5 
inches tall, these mystical creatures come in a cute, mini size and are great to bring on the go for 
endless magical unicorn fun!  Which enchanting Shimmercorn is inside? Collect all 10 of the Mini 
Sparkle Shimmercorns including one ultra-rare chase figure (each sold separately). Ages 3+, SRP $2.99; 
Available fall 2021 at Walmart and Amazon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Just Play, LLC  
Just Play is a passionate toy company and global leader across a broad range of children's consumer goods including figures, playsets, dolls, plush, role-play and dress-
up.  They create unique and innovative proprietary lines, as well as award-winning products based on popular children’s entertainment brands with best-in-class licensing 
partners. Just Play was founded by two toy industry veterans in 2010 and since then has become the #6 toy company in North America, according to NPD.  To learn more about 
Just Play's products, please visit www.justplayproducts.com or follow the company on Twitter (@JustPlayToys) or on Facebook (www.facebook.com/JustPlay). 
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